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OMG WHAT WAS THAT!!! Oh It's only 
me.(VVV iii ccc ttt ooo rrr)  

 

Hi, my name is Victor  I have a mom a dad and a little brother in the age 

9. I'm mostly Swedish but I'm also 25% German, 12% Finland and the 

rest Swedish. I have been in the worse place in the world called 

TSUNAMI!!!!!!!!! I was on the beach in Thailand and suddenly there 

was a white line in the horizon that grew bigger and bigger for every 

minute. Suddenly they told us to walk away from the brand new hotel 

called Lá Florá. Then another person told me to run and I did. After me I 

heard a rumbling sound. And the adrenalin started pumping. I couldn’ t 

move my arms, head or belly I could only move my legs. I ran and ran 

and ran until I came to a mountain. There I stopped with all other people. 

Now I only had to find my parents (and brother) that right now was 

standing on the hotel roof and looked for me. I was separated from them 

for 13 hours. But I found them in the end and we all went home safe.  

This is a good game site http://www.mofunzone.com/ 

To show the animal I like the most I have a littel movie  

http://www.albinoblacksheep.com/flash/guineapig  

 

This is a special coment page were you can add coment's about my 

websites and movies and remember I DIDN"T MAKE THE DANCE!!!! 

 

From the maker Victor  
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MARSVIN.wmv These are my pet's Mysan and Skufs they are 1 1/2 

year old Guinea pigs. This is a Rock Band from Finland that I really like.  
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Here you can add things that you think I can add but NO BAD WORDS 

PLEASE!!!!!! 

 

 

I,m cool 

I like the background! Very... mechanic.. I guess.-Sofia To Victor 

the back ground is nice it goes quite well with the color of the words the 

only problem is nothing!!!!!!!! 

the on on top was sent by Danielforgot to put it 

 

pics are too big-daniel 



your have 2 comment pages. oh.. yeah...how did you make the guinea 

pig dance?????? kidding...hahahha lolol 

-victor ying 

hej 

 

thats scary 
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FUN FUN FUN !!! Jokes and other Fun stuff  
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